
19" TFT MONITOR
AUTOBALANCE
REDUCED WEIGHT
REMOTE CONTROLLERS
ULTRA-TRANSPARENT MIRROR

WITH ALUMINIUM STRUCTURE AND TILTING HEAD
TELEPROMPTER  FOR  TV STUDIO  19”

#  19" prompter, designed for a reading of approximately 8.6 m.
#  Horizontal movement with fixation in monitor, head and camera.
#  19" TFT monitor  |  Resolution 1280 × 1024 px (up to 1920 × 1080 px).
#  Brightness: 450 nits, high brightness: 1,200 nits (optional: 1,500 nits).
#  Mirror version: Monitor with mirroring function and direct image.
#  Aspect ratios: 4:3 / 5:4 / 16:9 / 16:10 / 2.35:1 / 2:1 / 1:1.
#  Inputs: VGA, Composite Video, DVI and HDMI (mirror version includes HD/SDI).
#  Badge-holder for camcorders
#  Special filter-cloth Anti-light.
#  Polarized and ultra clear glass.
#  Autobalance.
#  11 kg weight.
#  Power supply: 12 V DC, Adapter 100-240 V AC, 50-60 Hz.

2 VERSIONS AVAILABLE:

Studio 19” Studio 19”, with
mirror, high brightness

PROFESSIONAL  SOFTWARE
PARA  TELEPROMPTER

TVPROMPT XPRO v.1.3

TELEPROMPTER display software

TVPROMPT PRO v-7.1

TELEPROMPTER DISPLAY SOFTWARE

TVPROMPT LE v-5.0

TELEPROMPTER DISPLAY SOFTWARE

https:// tvprompt.tv

Different software versions
for different needs:

TVPROMPT LE for conferences, training 
centers and local TV stations.

TVPROMPT PRO for TV studios, 
producers, singers and training centers 

with professional features.

TVPROMPT XPRO specially designed for 
political rallies, speeches and long texts.

Import of different text formats:
plain (.txt), rich (.rtf) and Word (.docx).

Real-time language switching.

Horizontal or vertical mirror image inversion
to adapt to any monitor.

Inclusion of  in the same text or script, for 
immediate access.

... and more

OPTIONAL
REMOTE  CONTROLS

Different remote controls at your 
disposal: handheld or foot control; USB, 

wireless and bluetooth or ethernet.
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